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Nothing but Net 

Redefining Racial and Gender Identities with Kwame Alexander’s The Crossover 

 Kwame Alexander’s The Crossover tells the story of Josh Bell, a middle schooler and 

dynamic basketball player. Along with his twin brother Jordan, the two boys love the game, 

inspired by their father’s past career as a professional ball player. But when the boys discover the 

truth behind their father’s motivations to quit and Jordan finds himself a girlfriend, distancing 

himself from his brother, Josh begins to assess these newfound relational and emotional 

complexities emerging in his life. The Crossover is a novel whose reach transcends the 

parameters of children’s fiction, due in simultaneous part to its appropriateness of style, the 

development of its plot and the interpretations of the themes and concepts Alexander is trying to 

convey. Together, these efforts paint a narrative portrait which attempts to motivate its readers in 

becoming engaged participants of our never-ending conversations regarding racial and gender 

equality. This is achieved through fascinatingly subverted means which, if successful, could 

create a chance to progress such conversations further. Through his approach to and intentions 

with the narrative form, Alexander’s text alters the landscape of what a children’s novel can be 

in a way that parallels his audience’s potential evolution as critical thinkers, seeking to relate to 

young readers on terms, both literary and cultural, which enable the text to present them with an 

opportunity for personal reflection and redefinition of racial and gender identity at both an 

individual and social level. 

 With its strong ties to the cultural backgrounds of a predominantly male driven African 

American family in 2014, a post-Obama landscape, the choice made by Alexander to articulate 

Josh and JB’s narrative through the rhythmic stylings of hip hop and slam poetry is appropriately 

inspired. At the same time, handled with a sense of showmanship and pride, it never does itself 

the disservice of presenting the themes associated with Josh’s coming of age in a heavy handed, 
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racially dominant fashion. This also allows for the novel’s plot to be imparted both linearly and 

modularly, and perhaps therefore provides an easier means for an audience of children to invest 

their time and attention into the story. For what could potentially and easily be written off as a 

black book by a black author for a black audience, The Crossover holds the head of its heritage 

and roots high in a way that doesn’t detract from the experience of growing up and redefining 

one’s self in terms of changing relationships and trajectories; an experience shared regardless of 

racial background. This ability to signify cultural distinction without dismissing those who act as 

observer rather than participant lends itself very formidably to the construction of not only a 

child’s own individual cultural identity but a larger sense of community and their place within it. 

But more importantly, the accessibility of Alexander’s work and its ability to transcend racial 

connotations offers readers the fodder with which they may rise above merely constructing a 

cultural identity. Thus they might prefer to modify the concept of cultural identity altogether, 

based on shifting attitudes regarding both racial tolerance and acceptance, and redefine it for a 

newer, more idyllic generation looking to move beyond the prejudices of the past. 

Simultaneously, Alexander’s story also supports the concept of ethnic pride as a means of 

swaying children from poor judgments and decisions, promoting a prosocial outlook. As C.W. 

Thomas illustrates, “ethnic pride might influence involvement in problem behavior, in that youth 

with a positive group image might use legitimate instead of illegitimate means of goal 

attainment” (Thomas, 1987). Josh and JB’s developmental years are defined by their love for 

playing basketball, which gives them a sense of activity and personal drive. The inclusion of 

attending college into the trajectory of their lives is not a question based on their upbringings or 

ethnic backgrounds but a certainty stemmed from their passion for the game and their 

willingness to utilize that passion as a means for success. In interpreting this, children can begin 
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to understand the benefits of a life fueled by their own individual heritage combined with 

enthusiasm for a trade, talent or skill they wish to bring to their community and society as a 

whole. 

 In terms of gender, this acts as a counterargument to the concept of individuals, perhaps 

men in particular, forsaking their passions in the name of practicality when considering the long 

term of their futures. All too often, men and women are conditioned to take a more realistic 

approach when entering the job market and adulthood in general. Though the game of basketball 

might superficially evoke a bias towards male fantasy, one can interpret physical activity as a 

male means of emotional expression. Josh and JB may be complacent in other obligated roles in 

their lives, be it “sons” or “students.” But out on the court and in the heat of the game are where 

the boys come alive and their hearts become full, passionate and committed. Rather than be 

forced through circumstance to give up their commitment and settle for more practical pursuits, 

something older generations would’ve done, the stereotype is abandoned in favor of both giving 

the boys the chance to pursue what they love and, in turn, the chance to express themselves. Josh 

and JB’s shared status as middle school students also creates a relevant proxy for the intended 

audience, being that the main characters are of an age identical or nearly so to the readers. 

According to E.P. Smith, “there is a dearth of research on the relationship between ethnic 

identity and perceptions of academic and career efficacy, particularly with adolescents” (Smith, 

870). For Alexander to go beyond an awareness of his target audience and incorporate the age 

demographic by integrating Josh and JB into it, he creates vessels for themes of passion, coming 

of age, change, complexity and cultural pride within an alchemy of characters that are fleshed 

out as individuals and yet equally relatable, so much so that though they may be African 
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American, proudly so, one doesn’t need to share their ethnicity in order to recognize and 

appreciate their story. 

 While the story Alexander seeks to tell is appropriately universal, the lens he channels it 

through is significant in its thematic and narrative intentions. And what that lens of hip hop and 

rhyme scheme provides is a sense of kineticism synonymous with the frenzy found on the court. 

Perhaps more importantly, it creates a snapshot of the world when observed through the eyes of 

adolescence. A rage of hormones and emotions manifested in flesh, the years of middle school 

drama and home life can often play out in exaggerated motions that border on the melodramatic, 

even the theatrical. From the point of view of a preteen boy, the world can look like it would 

through a kaleidoscope, writhing and changing in perpetual movement. And just like a game of 

basketball, life only makes sense to Josh and to those his age when he keeps the hustle going. 

Because if you’re standing still, you lose. This also rings true in giving Josh a means of changing 

his personal definition of what it means to be a man, choosing movement and progress over the 

stasis of institutionalized or essentialized masculinity. The “narrow and rigid organization of 

masculinity has devastating effects on those who do not or cannot embrace or enact gender and 

sexual norms produced within this organization” (Bean & Harper, 13). At first, Josh partakes in 

such stereotypes as a reaction to his changing relationship with JB, particularly after JB gets a 

girlfriend, affirming implicit ideologies concerning masculinity and its implication “in patterns 

of dominance, bullying, and other acts of violence” (Bean & Harper, 13). Though a natural 

response given Josh’s age and the physical aggressiveness tied to physical expression, of which 

Josh is most capable of, he eventually learns and rises above it. Alexander’s text acts on the ideal 

of creating a haven “of inquiry into forms of social difference (gender, race, ethnicity, etc.) with 
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the goal of expanding human freedom and potential within the bounds of a democratic society” 

(Bean and Harper, 13). 

 In examining the plot of the book, the structure of The Crossover maintains an 

overarching timeline. But the events play out in a multitude of formats, simulating the various 

ways adolescents interact with one another. Some sections are devoted to Josh’s personal and 

introspective thoughts on topics including girls, his parents, a burgeoning vocabulary and his 

own feelings on the changes occurring around him. Others recount actual events both past and 

present like family dinners and squabbles, classes and after school practices. But then the plot is 

interwoven with Alexander’s attention to the appropriateness of style found in his formatting. 

Stand out scenes such as “Text Messages from Mom, Part One” are presented just as the title 

suggests, with staccato sentences averaging around thirteen words presented in blurbs capped 

with a time stamp to resemble texts on a cell phone (Alexander, 179). The momentum and chaos 

of basketball, almost balletic in its uses of typography and rhythm, flourish in the scenes of Josh 

and JB out on the court playing a game. Style dictates not only the flow of the plot but how 

readers respond to the plot. Rather than having scenes play in a more traditionally linear 

presentation akin to “the novel” or even “the children’s novel,” with events occurring in a 

telegraphed trajectory, Alexander is appropriating aspects of everyday adolescent life to tell the 

story in a more dynamic fashion. From internalization and angsty bravado to smart phones, the 

approach reflects his story through a contemporary lens that would be ideal for the age 

demographic he’s aiming the text towards. And it also creates a portrait of Josh Bell readers can 

more than recognize but relate to. This is handled by Alexander through his use and portrayal of 

language, bringing about questions of child literacy into the realm of conversation concerning 

The Crossover. In a 2009 study conducted by Beverly Plester, Clare Wood and Puja Joshi, over 
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eighty children between the ages of ten and twelve were tested through their use of SMS Text 

messaging, asked to write a series of texts based on a number of hypothetical scenarios they 

might find themselves in. The results of the study “found that those who used more textisms 

tended to have better word reading, vocabularies, and phonological awareness” (Wood, 5). 

Through a number of similar studies, their results eventually collated, it was found “that not only 

was there no evidence of a negative association between literacy outcomes and knowledge of 

textisms, but that textisms use might ‘add value’ to literacy development” (Wood, 5). Rather 

than shy away from what could easily become a topical gimmick, Alexander incorporates the 

adolescent ability to manipulate and reconfigure language and expression into verbal shorthand. 

Not as a means of undermining the child reader’s ever evolving intelligence or dismissing more 

traditionally formal portrayals of children’s literature that parents and educators might covet. 

Instead, the technique unifies the novel’s overall style in a way the intended audience can enjoy 

by mere virtue of the novelty of the presentation itself, which in turn allows Alexander’s 

characters and plot the ability to leave an indelible impression, one that will surely not leave the 

reader after reading the novel. 

 To create a stunning portrait of adolescence through seemingly modular bursts of 

emotion, life experience, events and angst threaded together along an over arcing chain is a 

fascinating means of interpreting Josh and JB’s coming of age. Change itself is the primary 

theme of The Crossover. To have that element supply the bedrock foundation of the novel with 

its format, always ungulating and shifting in the lyrical and visual fluidity of poetry, to 

symbolize the pliability of those formative years where individuals begin to shape themselves 

into the people they’ll become is a formidable choice, which pays off and then some. “Others’ 

expectations of you are determined by their limitations of life” Josh says, part of his Basketball 
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Rules. “Always shoot for the sun and you will shine” (Alexander, 66). In this moment, 

Alexander is outright declaring and encouraging his readers to refuse the implications of racial 

and gender-based stereotypes, which he rightfully feels to be outdated and unnecessary. Text is a 

potent proxy for communicating ideas and Alexander is fighting an uphill battle to employ ideas 

of self-affirmation and enlightenment which seek to defy antiquated yet fiercely fast held 

stereotypes. According to Bean and Harper, “in order to interpret the text, readers draw on the 

storehouse of social meanings available and the constraints of the text and its narrative and its 

context” (18). Alexander is asking readers to throw out the storehouse when interpreting his text, 

directly paralleling the possibilities of encouraging readers to take the same approach out into 

their individual and social realities, refusing racial and gender labels while in the process of 

creating their identities. In our contemporary pursuit of growth and a present climate of 

progressiveness, the time has come for younger generations to recognize their ability to influence 

their relationships with race and gender, creating identities that own such designations without 

being burdened by the shackles of archaic labels society would otherwise place them under for 

the sake of convenience. 

 Through his main character and through the genre of poetry which lends itself to more 

opportune occasions for thematic honesty and clear intention given its liberation from traditional 

narrative structure and the weight and length of prose style, Alexander delivers not just his 

central theme or concept, but his theme through concept. Rather than write a children’s novel 

bound to the expectations stemmed from traditional racial and gender-based stereotypes, 

Alexander seeks to tap into the transformative potential of children’s literature as commentary to 

take advantage of the impressionable state his intended reader’s age affords. This, in turn, acts as 

a stepping stone towards instilling readers with the confidence to defy conventional stereotypes 
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they themselves may be faced with. “Sometimes you have to lean back a little and fade away to 

get the best shot” (Alexander, 191). In presenting a story whose central theme is growth and 

personal development through the malleable and naturally expressionistic qualities of poetry, The 

Crossover successfully fulfills a primary function for literature; specifically the ability to instill 

enjoyment within the reader: “enjoyment not only in the shallow sense of easy pleasure, but 

enjoyment of a profounder kind; enjoyment of the shaping by art of the raw material of life, and 

enjoyment, too, of the skill with which that shaping is performed” (Townsend, 60). Alexander’s 

work is a contemporary personification of Townsend’s idea in essence. It distinguishes itself as a 

text among its more traditional peers in a way that upholds the standards of children’s literature. 

However, it accomplishes this precisely by challenging the very conventions of format and 

overall presentation one could easily and routinely place upon the genre if not, in fact, literature 

as a whole. 

 For its non-traditional presentation, the celebration of ethnic identity while 

simultaneously crafting a universal narrative, the adoption of contemporary techniques in 

adolescent interaction and language and the collaboration of said elements in presenting a story 

equally topical yet timeless, The Crossover deserves the recognition for its emphasis on its 

ability to stand distinguished. Kwame Alexander has created a text that, while absolutely worthy 

of being read and appreciated by adults, directly speaks to children. But it doesn’t speak to just 

children in a general sense; rather, children at the precipice of maturity and growth, when they 

are their most impressionable and most eager to develop. It doesn’t shy away from how children 

and adolescents are adapting their own social cultures, acknowledging their ethnic backgrounds 

or appropriating their own language. On the contrary, Alexander willingly embraces the 

adolescent lifestyle and perspective to create a portrait that feels sincere both in its portrayal of 
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teen life and how readers can recognize themselves in the character of Josh Bell and make 

substantial connections to both him and his story. Without taking those creative leaps, seeing the 

potential in ethnic pride and poetic power, the novel simply wouldn’t work in its effectiveness or 

approach. The Crossover is an example of those rarest occurrences where a body of work honors 

tradition worthy of prestige and recognition by way of actual, genuine progress. It advances 

children’s literature in both meaning and ability into the 21
st
 century and beyond, redefining the 

children’s novel irrevocably and for the better by instilling a sense of ambition in future authors 

to go forth and write in confidence, daring to try new ideas and approaches to the form that, like 

Alexander’s efforts, at first seem radical before becoming inevitable. The novel also holds the 

potential to inspire forthcoming generations of young readers, reaching out to them through the 

page to sample their perspectives of the world around them and pay dividends by welcoming 

them into the text as active participants, able to recognize the influence that the aesthetics and 

attitudes of youth imprint on the text. The Crossover is a novel where children themselves can 

observe the power they have over the shaping of literature moving forward. And in such 

observation, children can take steps to further their education and development of this power to 

influence the changing tides of racial and gender identities, implementing a more progressive 

outlook liberated from the connotations of archaic stereotypes. Kwame Alexander has provided a 

substantial and worthwhile literary alley-oop for his readers and readers to come. All that’s left is 

to take the jump and bring it to the basket of child development and personal illumination alike.  
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